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GLENGOYNE
Six guiding principles rooted in nearly 200 years of our craft. An unwavering commitment to the environment. 
And a gathering of like-minded people. This is the Glengoyne Way.

"Our craftsmanship can be tasted in every bottle that leaves our distillery."

GLENGOYNE 10YO [40%] £5
Fresh green apples, toffee and a hint of nuttiness. This is the taste of distilling slower than anyone else in Scotland, 
of barley we dry by air - never peat - and of hand-selected sherry casks crafted from European and American oak.

GLENGOYNE 12YO [43%] £5.50
Lemon zest, toffee apples – and a scent of coconut. Our signature sherry wood brings intensity and richness, while
first fill bourbon casks add fresh notes of citrus and vanilla.

GLENGOYNE 15YO [43%] £6.50
Initial hit of sweet lemon gives way to warm toffee popcorn. Oily and mouth coating. Sweet citrus becomes walnuts 
and a nip of cinnamon. Drying with subtle oak.

GLENGOYNE CASK STRENGTH [58.9%] £7
Digestive biscuits, ripe bananas and a hint of pepper. This is the taste of Scotland’s slowest distillation, matured in
sherry casks crafted from European and American oak. It's then bottled as tradition insists: at cask strength,
unchillfiltered.

GLENGOYNE LEGACY SERIES CHAPTER ONE [48%] £7
Full and rich, sticky toffee pudding with dates and vanilla custard, warm pear and cinnamon. Mouth coating and
thick; layers of sweet, fruity sherry notes over gentle oak with sultanas and vanilla. Dried fruits and spice linger in a
long, balanced finish.

GLENGOYNE 18YO [43%] £11
Spicy vanilla fruit, ripe apples and a rich, luxurious mouthfeel. This is the result of eighteen long years and a
generous proportion of first-fill sherry casks.

GLENGOYNE 21YO [43%] £16
Christmas cake, honey, and rich fruit – with a long cinnamon finish. Matured exclusively in hand-selected sherry
casks for 21 years. Perfect after dinner or frankly, anytime.

GLENGOYNE 25YO [48%] £32
Elegant spice, treacle toffee, rich sherry oak – with an endlessly complex finish. Matured exclusively in hand selected
sherry casks for a character-building quarter-century.

GLENGOYNE
TAMDHU 10YO [40%] £5.50
100% sherry cask matured. On the nose, enjoy a softness of vanilla and sugared almonds, balanced by fresh oak
and cinnamon.The taste finishes with a touch of fresh fruit, becoming pleasantly dry - slowly unveiling the wisp of
peat smoke.

TAMDHU BATCH STRENGTH NO 4 [57.8%] £7.50
100% sherry cask matured. On the nose, fragrant red berries, walnuts and hints of pecan mixed with delicate citrus,
creamy vanilla and a touch of cookie dough.To finish, the richness matures into biscuit, malt and marmalade with a
lingering fruitiness.

TAMDHU 15YO [46%] £10
Aged in oloroso sherry casks, this 15-year-old Tamdhu has aromas of apple pie, spiced currants and orange zest.
The palate is full of juicy apricots, vibrant raspberries and bitter almonds, before a long finish full of malty biscuits
and creamy sherry notes.

SMOKEHEAD SINGLE MALT [43%] £5
Smokehead is a superb Islay single malt with a loyal cult following. Salty and seaweedy, peppery and peaty, smoky
and sweet.

SMOKEHEAD HIGH VOLTAGE [58%] £6
If Smokehead is an assault on your senses, then High Voltage is an all-out attack. Intense peat and smoke, maritime
air, porridge oats, clean vanilla and toffee.

SMOKEHEAD SHERRY BOMB [48%] £7.50
A peaty Islay single malt that has well and truly earned its name. Blasted by rich, sweet and spicy Spanish sherry
casks, it has emerged as a rich, explosive, heavy hitting dram.

SMOKEHEAD EXTRA BLACK 18YO [46%] £18
A limited release of 18 year old Smokehead, packaged smartly in an "extra black" bottle. Full bodied and rich. 
Medium on palate entry, then builds with spices and peat smoke. Sweet oak, chocolate and peat.

WHISKY TASTING DATES

WE ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE OUR FREE MONTHLY WHISKY TASTINGS AT CANNONBALL.

TUTORED BY OUR RENOWNED WORLD WHISKY EXPERTS. 

For more information and to book your tickets please
see our website: https://www.contini.com/contini-whats-on

All of our whiskies are served in 25ml measures as standard.

“Today’s rain is  
tomorrow’s whisky.”
 - Scottish proverb
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GLENFIDDICH
Glenfiddich is one of the few single malt distilleries to remain entirely family owned to this day, and is 
now the World's Most Awarded Single Malt Scotch Whisky, a true reflection of the founder William Grant’s 
innovative nature, passed down through the generations. Handbuilt in 1886 with a second neighbouring 
distillery, The Balvenie, following shortly after, there are no better places to explore the breadth of 
possibilities that the wonderful art of distilling, maturing and cask finishing provide.

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR OLD [40%]  £5
The Signature Malt – Fresh and fruity with a hint of pear, develops into butterscotch, cream, malt and subtle oak 
flavours.

GLENFIDDICH 15 YEAR OLD [40%]  £6
Unique Solera Reserve – Sweet heather honey, vanilla fudge and rich dark fruits. Layers of sherry oak, marzipan, 
cinnamon and ginger.

GLENFIDDICH FIRE & CANE [43%] £6
Glenfiddich Fire & Cane is a bold fusion of smoky and sweet notes. By marrying peated whisky and malts matured in
bourbon barrels, and then finishing in Latin rum casks, we created an exquisite whisky with campfire smokiness and
toffee sweetness.

GLENFIDDICH IPA [43%] £6.50
Brewed in bespoke craft IPA barrels, this single malt expression is imbued with unique zesty citrus notes of ripe
green apple, William’s pear and spring blossom. Complemented by the subtle tang of fresh hops followed by a long
lasting sweetness.

GLENFIDDICH PROJECT XX [47%] £7
20 of the industry’s most exceptional minds came together to create this truly unique, pioneering expression. With its
deep golden hue, Project XX embodies the warm, fruity character of a classic Glenfiddich with hints of apple
blossom, summer fruits and ripe pear.

GLENFIDDICH 18YO [40%] £10
Small Batch Reserve – Ripe orchard fruit, baked apple and robust oak. Luxurious dried fruit, candied peel and dates.

GLENFIDDICH 21YO [40%] £17
Reserva Rum Cask Finish – Intense vanilla, floral, hints of banana, fig, toffee, new leather, a touch of smoke, oak,
lime, ginger and spice.

GLENFIDDICH WINTER STORM [43%] £23
The taste is a perfect combination of both pioneering liquids, the heightened candied sweets and oakiness of 
Glenfiddich are complemented by mouth-watering tropical fruit notes and a luscious sweetness from the unique 
Icewine cask finish.

GLENFIDDICH 26YO [43%] £43
A rare and aged single malt Scotch whisky that has spent 26 long years carefully maturing in American Oak 
ex-bourbon casks. A vibrant yet soft and delicate expression, with a deep and complex balance of sweetness and dry
oak tannin.

BALVENIE
THE BALVENIE DOUBLEWOOD 12 YEAR OLD [40%]  £6
Over the period of maturation it is transferred from a traditional oak whisky cask to a first fill European oak sherry
cask.Sweet fruit and Oloroso sherry notes, layered with honey and vanilla.

THE BALVENIE CARIBBEAN CASK 14 YEAR OLD [43%]  £7
Finished in casks that previously held Caribbean rum, the result is an exceptional single malt whisky with smooth,
honeyed character and notes of toffee and a hint of fruit, with a warm, lingering finish.

THE BALVENIE PEAT WEEK 14YO [48.3%] £8
While Balvenie is best known for producing traditional soft and honeyed Speyside whisky, for one week a year
it makes bold and smoky whisky – Peat Week. The distillery uses Speyside peat, giving the whisky a very
different character to smoky drams from the island: delicate and gently smoky.

WHISKY FLIGHTS
Try one of our whisky tasting flights to taste and explore the different characteristics of malt whisky.

FLIGHT-1. GLENGOYNE £18 pp
We are delighted to be able to share 3 expressions of one of our favourite distilleries. Glengoyne is unique in that it is 
made in the Highlands and matured in the Lowlands in fine sherry casks, giving it a very special identity. The slowest 
distilled whisky in Scotland which leads to bold fruits and rich sweetness. 

TASTING MEASURES [25ML]: 

GLENGOYNE 12YO [43%] | GLENGOYNE 15YO [43%] | GLENGOYNE CASK STRENGTH [58.9%]  

FLIGHT-2. TAMDHU £21 pp
This outstanding Speyside whisky is matured exclusively in hand-selected sherry oak casks giving Tamdhu its natural
dark amber colour, intense richness on the palate and its deep long finish.

TASTING MEASURES [25ML]: 

TAMDHU 10YO [40%] | TAMDHU 15YO [46%] | TAMDHU BATCH STRENGTH [57.8%]

FLIGHT-3. REGIONAL WHISKY £20 pp

Your opportunity to explore three regional bottlings of contrasting styles of Scotch malt whisky. We feel that these 
three whiskies give you a complimentary taste of Scotland's beautiful spirit.

TASTING MEASURES [25ML]: 

HIGHLAND – GLENDRONACH 12 YO [43%] | ISLANDS – TALISKER PORT RUIGHE [45.8%]

LOWLANDS – GLENKINCHIE DISTILLERS EDITION 2005 AMONTILLADO FINISH [43%]

FLIGHT-4. GLENFIDDICH EXPERIMENTAL SERIES £19.50 pp

Unlearn whisky and take a journey with the most innovative of distilleries. Glenfiddich have over 130 years of 
experience and today produce not only the worlds most awarded single malt, but continue at the forefront of 
experimentation.

TASTING MEASURES [25ml]: 

GLENFIDDICH PROJECT XX [47%] | GLENFIDDICH IPA [43%] | GLENFIDDICH FIRE AND CANE [43%]

FLIGHT-5. JOHN DEWAR AND SON’S WHISKY £16 pp

This fun-loving and flamboyant family have over 170 years of experience under their belts - explore the premium
malts in the Dewar’s Fine Scotch Whisky Emporium and discover what makes each one unique.

TASTING MEASURES [25ml]: 

HIGHLAND - ABERFELDY 12YO [40%] | SPEYSIDE - AULTMORE 12YO [46%]

SPEYSIDE - CRAIGELLACHIE 13YO [46%]

FLIGHT-6. CLASSIC BALVENIE FLIGHT £21.50 pp

The Balvenie is a range of single malt whiskies crafted in the Speyside region. Each expression of The Balvenie is
unique, but all are rich, luxuriously smooth and underpinned by a distinctive honeyed character.

TASTING MEASURES [25ml]: 

THE BALVENIE CARIBBEAN CASK 14YO [43%] | THE BALVENIE PEAT WEEK 14YO [48.3%] 

THE BALVENIE DOUBLEWOOD 12YO [40%]

Please ask one of our team for our daily tasting selection to suit your mood, your palate and your pocket!!
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HIGHLANDS
The Highland region is geographically the largest whisky producing area and styles tend to vary from 
distillery to distillery. Typically quite a rich mouth feel that gives way to cereal notes, showcasing the true 
profile of the malt. The water in this particular area is rather high in minerals that only add to the unique 
flavour of the Highlands.

ARDMORE LEGACY [40%] £5
Creamy vanilla spice gives way to more overt smoky charcoal notes, especially with the addition of water. Smoke 
doesn't dominate and is balanced by the sweet honey and spice flavours.

ABERFELDY 12YO [40%] £5
Rounded and full with heather honey, vanilla and cereal. Spicy with hints of orange peel.

THE DEVERON 12YO [40%] £5
A core of butterscotch with waxy malt and apple pie. Wood spice finish with vanilla and soft oakiness.

THE GLENDRONACH ORIGINAL 12YO [43%] £5
Rich cereals, struck match, raisin, cinnamon, caramelised sugar. Opens with some sweeter PX and lots of delicious 
raw ginger before becoming creamier with hazelnuts.

GLENGLASSAUGH REVIVAL [46%] £5
Sweet caramel and toffee with notes of nutty sherry, milk chocolate and honey. Ripe plum, red berries and oranges. 
Sweet, round and creamy on the palate.

OLD PULTENEY 12YO [40%] £5
Honeycomb, vanilla tablet, soft sawdust oakiness and oatcakes. Chocolate peanuts, mint, citrus peels, maritime 
elements and white pepper.

DEANSTON VIRGIN OAK [46.3%] £6
A delightful sweetness evoking memories of candied fruits and vanilla toffee balanced with heather honey. A 
satisfying light finish with spice and a rewarding burst of honeyed malt and sweet oakiness.

FETTERCAIRN FIOR [42%] £6
Dark chocolate, coffee bean and peat smoke, with nutmeg, mint, citrus fruit and truffle.

GLENGLASSAUGH TORFA [50%] £6
Smoke and citrus in equal measures, with sweet spice happily sitting between the two. Not overtly smoky. Fruity 
notes of melon, apple and yet more citrus make it a rather sweet dram, balanced by warming barley.

GLENTURRET TRIPLE WOOD [43%] £6
Fresh orange peel, vanilla and pear drops, cedarwood, cinnamon coated marzipan and a hint of coconut. Lingering, 
oaky finish.

GLENTURRET PEATED [43%] £6
Peaty nut cookies. Barbecue and coffee cake. Smoky, oily cereal and sweet citrus.

SPEYSIDE
Situated in the heart of the Highlands, the Speyside area has so many whisky distilleries that it has been 
given by right the title of having its own region. From this region we tend to see light styles of whisky that 
are then matured in fairly heavy flavoured casks such as Pedro Ximenez sherry and Tawny port casks. This 
particular region offers elements from all other regions due to the amount of distilleries that are in such 
close proximity to each other.

ABERLOUR 12 YO [40%] £5.50
Rich fig, raisin and caramel. Soft, warm apples and a very light sprinkle of dark chocolate flakes

CRAGGANMORE 12YO [40%] £5.50
A famously complex Speyside with a little of all the great whisky flavours: fruity, floral, grassy and a touch smoky

KNOCKANDO 12YO [43%] £5.50
Butterscotch ice cream with caramel sauce. Some candied ginger hints bring spice. Quite nutty on the finish. A
lingering sweetness.

AULTMORE 12YO [46%] £5.50
Ripe soft fruits and honeysuckle blooms. Herbal notes of thyme and chervil with vanilla on a biscuit base

CRAIGELLACHIE 13YO [46%] £6
A lovely thick sweetness, stewed pears or the sort of filling you’d get in a cold apple pie. Melon and a touch of
vegetative minerality

LONGMORN THE DISTILLER'S CHOICE [40%] £7
Citrus, toffee apple, caramelised pear, stem ginger and other subtle spices

LINKWOOD 12YO [43%] £7
Light gold in colour. Full bodied and creamy, with fresh apples and raw spices with vanilla toasted almonds.

AUCHROISK 10YO [46%] £7.50
Crème anglaise, cut grass and delectable nuttiness creep in. Quite sweet with a pleasant softness.

MACALLAN 12YO SHERRY OAK [40%] £7.50
Rich gold in colour, complex on the nose with hints of vanilla. Smooth, medium balanced with fruit, oak and spice.
Long finish with sweet dried fruits.

DALWHINNIE 2002 DISTILLER’S EDITION [43%] £8
2017's Dalwhinnie Distillers Edition features whisky distilled back in 2002 and finished in casks that previously held 
Oloroso Sherry. Pomegranate, toasted brown bread leading to a hint of smoke, clove. Blackberry and raisin linger on 
the finish.

CRAGGANMORE PORT WOOD FINISH – DISTILLERS EDITION [40%] £8.50
A gorgeously balanced concoction of blackberry jam, iron-rich meat, firewood, fruit cake and nutty oak are eventually 
joined by more of those winter spices.

BALVENIE [cont.]
THE BALVENIE SINGLE BARREL 15YO [47.8%] £10
Balvenie haven't often released fully sherry matured whisky and we're very pleased to welcome the 15YO Single
Barrel Sherry Cask to the range. Each bottle is part of a batch of only a few hundred, each filled from a single cask.

THE BALVENIE DOUBLEWOOD 17YO [43%] £11
Elder sibling to DoubleWood 12 year old and shares its honeyed, spicy characteristics, but it is distinctly different,
with deeper vanilla notes, hints of green apple, creamy toffee and a striking richness and complexity.

THE BALVENIE PORTWOOD 21YO [40%] £18
An additional period of maturation in 30 year-old port pipes has given this aged Balvenie an extra level of depth and
concentration of flavour, adding potent fruit and smoke notes to the silky-smooth full-bodied palate. Rich, indulgent,
after-dinner Speyside at its best.

SPEYSIDE [cont.]
TOMINTOUL 13YO BOURBON CASK [62.1%] £11
Lovely and creamy, more toffee and a dusting of baking spices balanced by freshly cut herbs. A kick of spice appears 
on the finish, with a lovely warming quality.

CRAIGELLACHIE 17YO [46%] £11.50
Apple crumble, melon and raisin. Honey flavoured barley, a little hint of smoke and vanilla ice cream.

THE GLENLIVET 18YO [43%] £12.50
Full and rich with notes of chewy, tannic oak. Manuka honey and walnut with Cox’s apples and orange peels. Cut 
herbs - fennel and spearmint.

TOMINTOUL 25YO [43%] £26
Soft and creamy with sweet toffee tone, nice vanilla, spicy with a fruity finish.
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ISLANDS
This particular region offers a very flavourful dram due to the sourcing of peat in the local area, giving
that luxurious smoke. Geographically, it runs alongside several regions and tends to have elements from
all of them. Rich in history dating back to the conception of whisky, it is full of smugglers stories and illicit
transactions.

MACHRIE MOOR [46%] £6.50
ISLE OF ARRAN. Peppery malt with a hint of baked earth sneaking in there. Balanced by orchard fruit and
eucalyptus. A burst of lychee juice as it opens, before waves of dry smoke and cut grass appear.

JURA SUPERSTITION [43%] £6.50
JURA. Initial gristy cereal gives way to evocative smoke and heady malt. Sweet and porridge-like. A cereal fest on 
the tongue, with hints of white pepper and black forest honey with hot buttered toast.

SCAPA SKIREN [40%] £6.50
ORKNEY. Runny honey and fresh cream. Hints of apple and a touch of anise. Continued honey warmth and richness.
Sparks of juicy pear and lemon peel. Touches of oak develop further on, bringing some balancing spice.

TOBERMORY 12YO [46.3%] £6.50
ISLE OF MULL. Pear, peach and apple, with a dusting of brown sugar. Greek yogurt, barley and a hint of cinnamon
pastries. Packs a hearty helping of stone fruit sweetness.

TALISKER PORT RUIGHE [45.8%] £9
ISLE OF SKYE. After a wave of initial sea spray, the nose becomes more complex with wax seal, orange pith and a
touch of white chocolate. Thick and mouth coating with chilli and a little chocolate orange.

HIGHLAND PARK 18YO VIKING PRIDE [43%] £16
ORKNEY. A profusion of ripe floral notes and fresh blossom with a delectable fruit salad. Creamy and full with fruit
conserves, espresso. Cinnamon and allspice. Notes of toffee with thick black forest honey.

HIGHLANDS [cont.]
BALBLAIR 12YO [46%] £6
Waxy peels, sponge cake, soft cedar earthiness and some nutmeg. Juicy red apple and cooked pear, with layers of 
honey and barley developing. 

CLYNELISH 14YO [46%] £6.50
A delightfully complex spicy and perfumed nose, with some floral and malty hints. The palate is multi-layered too,
with some slight citrus hints on a honey background with peat and delicious spices before a honey finish with a trace
of brine.

GLEN GARIOCH 12YO [48%] £6.50
Crème brûlée and sweet ripe banana at first, then comes a light oakiness with pear fruitiness, leading to a long
smooth, creamy and fragrant finish.

ROYAL BRACKLA 12YO [40%] £6.50
Florentines, Coco Pop cakes, slightly leafy, more ginger. A drop of water brings out more green apple and toasted
almonds.

TULLIBARDINE 225 SAUTERNES FINISH [43%] £6.50
Citrus peel and allspice. Notes of creamy vanilla, golden syrup, cocoa butter and black pepper. Spiced palate entry
with notes of candied orange and Seville marmalade. A little dried pineapple and white chocolate.

TULLIBARDINE 228 BURGUNDY FINISH [43%] £6.50
Spiced, with notes of red berry fruit, vanilla and toasted oak. Creamy, nutty palate entry with notes of sweet custard,
apple peel, red berries and orange blossom honey.

TULLIBARDINE SOVEREIGN [43%] £6.50
Soft vanilla and cocoa butter on the nose. White chocolate, allspice and charred oak. A little mixed peel with notes
of pear cider and creamy chocolate. A core of rich malt with hints of maple syrup.

WOLFBURN AURORA [46%] £6.50
Almonds and pecans, with a wave of sweet, sticky sherry notes. Raisins, currants, more mixed nuts and fresh barley.

THE DEVERON 18YO [40%] £7.50
Creamy malt with hints of hazelnut cream, fresh summer berries and a drizzle of maple syrup. Caramelised peaches,
dark chocolates, orange zest and malt aplenty.

ROYAL BRACKLA 16YO [40%] £10
Spicy, caramelised apples and orchard fruit, vanilla and fresh black cherries. Rich cocoa and baking spice finish.

OBAN DISTILLER’S EDITION [43%] £10
Finished in Montilla Fino casks. Oatcakes, buttered toast, leafy coriander, milk chocolate. Green apple, sea salt,
black pepper, marzipan and cinnamon gum.

THE GLENDRONACH ALLARDICE 18YO [46%] £11
Christmas cake, rum, chocolate-coated hazelnut, runny honey and a hint of Sauternes. Fresh blackcurrant and
blueberry pancakes finish with a generous helping of maple syrup.

THE GLENDRONACH PARLIAMENT 21YO [48%] £15.50
Soft smoke and lemon juice, cedar wood, apple peel, toasty oak, soft earth, date and walnut cake. Golden syrup,
soft, juicy raisins, tangy oak notes, peach, cherry blossom, cocoa and honeydew melon.

GLENMORANGIE SIGNET [46%] £20
Sweet dark chocolate, toasted spice and balanced barrel-char and coffee bitterness. Long finish with fresh citrus and
slowly sweetening dark chocolate.

LOWLANDS
The Lowland region is noted for its delicate, floral whiskies. Distilleries from the Scottish Borders to those 
lying closer to the cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh are distinguished by their lightness and soft nature, an 
ideal entry point into the world of Scotch whisky for their subtlety and easy drinking qualities.

AUCHENTOSHAN AMERICAN OAK [40%] £5
Oranges and lemons, toffee chunks and milk chocolate. Wafts of grassy air and clotted cream. Bounty bars, more 
citrus peels and peaches. A little bit buttery, with golden barley and oak spice developing on the mid palate.

GLENKINCHIE 12YO [43%] £5.50
A light, aromatic nose with hints of barley malt, almonds, hazelnuts and manuka honey/beeswax. Very fruity palate 
with a mix of stewed fruits, dessert wine, apple peels and honey. Becomes quite oaky late palate.

AUCHENTOSHAN THREE WOOD [43%] £6
Cooked fruit, sherry, toffee and a rum-like quality. Rich. Liqueur cherries in dark chocolate, more sherried fruit, ripe
dark forest fruits, like a Black Forest Gateaux.

AILSA BAY RELEASE 1.2 SWEET SMOKE [48.9%] £8
Earthy smoke with a hint of campfire ember, sugary shortbread and soft apricot. Vanilla pod, toasted cinnamon, soft 
orange sweetness and waves of dried peat.

GLENKINCHIE 2005 DISTILLER’S EDITION [43%] £8
Finished in Amontillado sherry. Orange peel, amaretto, caramelised dates and a hint of oatcake. Vanilla pod and oily 
walnut. A hint of juicy red grape.

BLADNOCH SAMSARA [46.7%] £10.50
Quite concentrated, fruit compote, with plums, vanilla and orange blossom. A sweet winey start, then drying slightly 
before more plums and vanilla flavours, some citrus and a malty core. Nicely structured.
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CAMPBELTOWN
Campbeltown was once one of the most prolific regions in Scotland, sadly US Prohibition affected the area 
and until recently there were only 2 distilleries producing whisky. Campbeltown sits on the Mull of Kintyre 
and the single malt whiskies from the region reflect this with a slight coastal character.

SPRINGBANK 10YO [46%] £6
The nose offers up plenty of oak, exotic spices, guava, heather honey and soft smoke. A full, sweet, creamy palate 
with hints of smoke, marzipan and cigar boxes.

GLEN SCOTIA VICTORIANA CASK STRENGTH [54.8%] £9.50
Elegantly oaky, with notes of toasty sugar and citrus peels. More fruit forward on the nose, with dark berry juiciness 
at its core.

BLENDS
A blend offers the opportunity to take different elements and blend them together giving either a new and 
very unique profile or they can be used to recreate something special that may have long ago disappeared. 
A craft that can trace it’s history back many years and still to this day offers many varied flavors.

MONKEY SHOULDER [40%] £5
A smooth, creamy, supple and very malty Scotch which works superbly well neat, over ice, or in whisky cocktails 
(where it really excels). Very malty, creamy delivery with a suggestion of berry fruit. Juicy toasted barley, cloves and 
butterscotch. Manuka honey, hot-buttered-toast and dried apricot develop.

CUTTY SARK PROHIBITION EDITION [50%] £6
Toffee chunks with a little bit of dark chocolate hidden inside. A touch of grassy malt and crushed nuts.

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL 12YO [40%] £6
Rich and full with notes of wood smoke and dry spice, hints of barley and cereal with creamy toffee and a distinct 
herbal note.

DEWAR’S 12YO [40%] £6
Toasty, malt, cut flowers, toffee, hint of smoke. Little fuller, acacia honey, fudge, hints of smoke. Medium finish with 
honey, barley and smoke.

SHACKLETON [40%] £6
Vanilla, toffee apple, brioche, Manuka honey and hints of marmalade followed by cinnamon, banana bread and
ginger cake.

COMPASS BOX THE PEAT MONSTER [46%] £7
Peat, marked salinity, leans to Caol Ila in style, something medicinal. Sweet , fruity and grainy .Botanicals, floral, 
coppery, sweet, smoky bacon, hint of papaya.

COMPASS BOX HEDONISM [43%] £10
From that first, delectable, introduction, Hedonism is all ripe fruit, fraises des bois and sponge cake. Very sensual, 
disarmingly sleek and creamy. Black cherry and sweet spices, some cereal notes.

JOHNNIE WALKER 18YO [40%] £11
Made with up to 18 different whiskies including Cardhu, Glen Elgin, Auchroisk and Blair Athol. More pastry up front, 
lightly briney, sweet citrus and a buttery vanilla cream middle with some lightly smoky malt.

WORLD WHISKIES
Whilst we tend to go straight for a single malt we often tend to forget about our brothers and sisters in other 
parts of the world striving to distill their own unique styles and our world whiskies section pays homage to 
their passion.

TULLAMORE DEW [41.3%] £5
Zesty citrus, grilled pineapple and slowly building bourbon vanilla. Big, creamy malt with loads of vanilla tannins. 
Ripe, sweet red grapes and a hint of poached apple.

JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY [40%] £5
A full and floral nose leads with the smooth sweetness of marmalade and fudge before a hint of Madeira and a little 
cut grass note emerge. Thick and of good body with notes of orchard fruits, both fresh and cooked with a little vanilla 
cream.

NIKKA FROM THE BARREL [51.4%] £6
Medium-body with good balance. There are notes of cut flowers and fresh fruits, spice and a little oak. Full-bodied 
and punchy. There is plenty of winter spice and toffee, a little caramel and vanilla and a good mouthful of fruit.

ISLAY
The most prominent note common to nearly all Islay distilleries is a very strong punchy note of peat. 
Probably the most famous characteristic that divides whisky enthusiasts, it’s a beast that requires some 
taming. It’s location offers a salty spray of seawater and that ever billowing note of smoke.

LAPHROAIG 10YO [40%] £6
Is a full bodied smoky gem, with a residual sweetness and a hint of salt amid the seaweedy, peaty characters before 
a long warming finish. A classic dram.

BOWMORE 12YO [40%] £6.50
Coastal smoke and ash soon make way for bergamot, orange zest, lemon slice and some hay before becoming 
rather floral. Vanilla, perfumed smoke and coastal elements develop.

PORT CHARLOTTE [50%] £7.50
Full of depth and complexity the smoky sweetness of the barley contrast beautifully with marine freshness of the 
spirit and the richness of the toffee and vanilla.

BRUICHLADDICH THE CLASSIC LADDIE [50%] £7.50
Elegantly sweet with honeyd barley, boiled sweets and orange petals. Wafts of sea air. Red apples and white grapes, 
with touches of sweet cinnamon and brown sugar. Still softly coastal.

BUNNAHABHAIN 12YO [46.3%] £8
Fresh and sweet on the nose. Soft, supple. Sherry, nutty. A little sweetness, malty, juicy sultana. Slightly coastal. 
Sherried finish with a herbal, balanced salty tang.

LAGAVULIN 16YO [43%] £8
Very thick and rich. A massive mouthful of malt and sherry with good fruity sweetness. A long, spicy finish, figs, dates, 
peat smoke and vanilla.

ARDBEG UIGEDAIL [54.2%] £8.50
Led by sweet, ripe fruit and black forest honey. A good helping of malt. The throne then usurped by a powerful peat
and smoked barley.

ARDBEG CORRYVRECKAN [57.1%] £10
Cream, spices, tingling, fresh fruit, medicinal, plasters, Clementines. Orange peels. Salt finish, smoked meats, peat
is fleeting, tarmac, chilli, salt.
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